
 

 

 

What is Micro Ballistic Bullet Trap Target? 

Micro Ballistic System Portable Bullet Traps provide you with the feature to perform safe exercises on 
real-life scenarios and close gun fights. The rubber material of Micro Ballistic System prevents bullet 
or shrapnel ricochet with new generation target system, to provide safety. This technology features 
more realistic trainings such as inclusion of fist fights or knife use.  

Next Generation Training Targets! 

We need sophistication and safe targets in order to train people against instant gun fights in a proper 
way and to be ready for self-defense. ½” AR600 steel Bullet Traps can be used against the shots of 
high caliber guns such as 9mm and 5.56 rifles for many years. Micro Ballistic System rubber panel 
prevents bullet or shrapnel ricochet.  

With conventional Hardox metal targets, it is good to take the shot from 10m, however it is disputable 
whether this shot range is realistic, or not. In real life, the bad guy does not stand 10 meters away, he 
tries to get close as much as possible. In the beginning, the Micro Ballistic Portable Targets were 
designed for the use of Police Forces to enable them to get the most suitable training. Today we all 
need to be ready to defend ourselves and do these trainings in a safe way.  

Micro Ballistic System Portable Targets are set and get ready for shooting in seconds. If demanded, a 
wheel system can be added and features mobility. You can use this target for many years, made of 
high quality rubber and patented ballistic rubber. Micro Ballistic System Portable Targets can be 
mounted or dismounted easily, without any tool. Since mounting takes less time, you can take this 
time for training. 

Micro Ballistic System Portable Target System Types: 

• Micro Ballistic Portable Target can take up to 9mm – 50AE  
• Micro Ballistic Portable Target 5.56 cal – 7.62 cal 
• Micro Ballistic Portable Target 17 HMR – 338 Lapua 
• Micro Ballistic Portable Target 50 BMG 

  



 

 

Product: Micro Ballistic Portable Bullet-proof Rubber Protection Target 

Description: The Micro Ballistic Portable Bullet-proof Rubber Protection Targets are made of 
Ar600 material and it has been manufactured with special rubber mixture material and special binding 
agents. It can take minimum 1.000 shots since it fixes in and out holes of the bullet. 

Purpose: Micro Ballistic System Portable Bullet Traps provide you with the feature to perform 
safe exercises on real-life scenarios and close gun fights. The rubber material of Micro Ballistic 
System prevents bullet or shrapnel ricochet with new generation target system, to provide safety. This 
technology features more realistic trainings such as inclusion of fist fights or knife use. We need 
sophistication and safe targets in order to train people against instant gun fights in a proper way and to 
be ready for self-defense. ½” AR600 steel Bullet Traps can be used against the shots of high caliber 
guns such as 9mm and 5.56 rifles for many years. Micro Ballistic rubber panel, 2 cm thick, prevents 
bullet or shrapnel ricochet.  

Dimensions:  Length: 790mm Width: 620mm Deepness: 75mm 

Density: 800 kg/m3 

Weight: Target: 33kg Pods: 9kg 

  



 

 

TEST REULTS 

 

Characteristics Test Method Result 
Bullet Resistance Various Fire Arms The bullets were absorbed by the 

rubber target and shot were fired 
from various angles, no ricochet or 
bullet or shrapnel ricochet or damage 
on metal bullet trap was observed. 
The bullet did not pass through AR 
600. 

Burn Resistance without Paint EN 13501 Bfl-s1 
Slip Features DIN53571 Stretch resistance 

Splits and elasticity  
0.72/mm2 
%69 

90oC Stabilization Test  Stabile 
Squeezing Module DIN18032-2 1.97N/mm2 
 

 

 

 

 


